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In this work, we implement a framework for adjusting the outputs of a torsional vibration
damper (TVD) model to experimental data using physics-informed neural networks. TVDs
are devices used to passively control vibration; and here are commonly modeled through
reduced-order physics. Within the TVD model, the material properties of the viscoelastic
rubber used in the device are characterized through previously performed coupon tests.
Even so, when the TVD is experimentally tested, there are significant discrepancies in
the frequency response function (FRF), due to simplifications and model assumptions.
Here, we implement the FRF as a deep neural network using a direct graph. The model ele-
ments, such as storage and loss moduli, stiffness and damping coefficients are nodes of this
graph. Then, we add data-driven nodes (implemented as multilayer perceptrons) to correct
the outputs of the stiffness and damping coefficients. This way, the gap between predicted
and observed FRF can be closed. With this framework, we can build hybrid models that
merge the original computer model (or at least, a reduced-order representation of it) with
the neural network through a graph. This allows us to estimate the model-form uncertainty
even for hidden nodes of the graph. In the TVD application, we studied the performance of
our framework both in interpolation (when the model predicts the FRF between observa-
tions) and extrapolation (when the model predicts the FRF outside the observation range).
The results demonstrate the ability to perform simultaneous estimation of discrepancy at
reasonable computational cost.

� 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Modeling the dynamic behavior of systems comprising viscoelastic components requires paying attention to the temper-
ature and frequency dependence of the viscoelastic material characteristics. In early design stages, parameters that define
the dynamic behavior of the component are conventionally determined through established physical formulations derived
from the equations of motion. Even though the parameters are assumed to be constant at these stages, further investigation
of temperature and frequency dependencies is crucial, in order to understand the variations under actual operating condi-
tions. Usually, samples of the viscoelastic material are tested via dynamic mechanical analysis for several temperatures and
frequencies [1]. The results of these experimentations (coupon tests) permit obtaining the material storage modulus and loss
nsa-lyon.
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Nomenclature

FRF frequency response function
TVD torsional vibration damper
K stiffness coefficient
C viscous damping coefficient
I moment of inertia
h rotational displacement
€h rotational acceleration
s applied torque
€x measured linear acceleration
F applied load amplitude
x excitation frequency (rad/s)
f excitation frequency (Hz)
E0 storage modulus
E0 0 loss modulus
R1 rubber-ring outer radius
R2 outer-ring outer radius
e rubber-ring thickness
L rubber-ring width
m Poisson’s ratio
T temperature
w neural network weight
b neural network bias
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factor as function of the temperature and excitation frequency via master curves [2]. Then these material laws are imple-
mented in analytical and/or numerical models. The whole process, although it gives good results, is time consuming. For sake
of simplicity the material viscoelastic characteristics are often considered as average constant values [3–5].

Later on, these coupon-test based master curves are used to estimate the dynamic responses of mechanical systems. In
this study, the system considered is a torsional vibration damper (TVD) pulley to which a viscoelastic vibration model is
applied. The analytical model and the experimental data are inspired from previous work [1]. The experiments performed
on the TVD at several temperatures are based on the methodology first described in [6]. One major challenge associated with
tuning models with experimental data is the fact that assumptions and simplifications used in physics-based models impose
an inherent departure from the actual systems. When the departures are large enough, there is noticeable disagreement
between experiments and simulations (even when physics-based model is optimized to fit the data). The interested reader
is referred to literature on semi-active vibration absorber and adaptive tuned vibration absorber as alternative approaches to
the passive TVD discussed in this paper [7–9].

This work proposes an approach to develop hybrid models that combines together reduced-order physics based and
machine learning models. With that, one can use reduced-order modeling to capture the main trends in the physics and
use machine learning modeling to reduce the gap between model predictions and observed data. In the TVD application,
the aim of this work is to adjust the established analytical TVD model to reduce the discrepancy between predictions and
experimental data for some given operating conditions. In order to achieve that we propose a framework for calibrating com-
puter models with deep learning. In our proposed framework, we implement the laws of physics through direct graphs in the
form of deep neural networks. This captures the main trends and rejects solutions grossly departing from physics. In the TVD
application, we build a graph where nodes represent models (a) for material storage modulus and loss factor as function of
the temperature and excitation frequency, (b) stiffness and damping coefficients as function of storage modulus, loss factor,
and TVD geometry; and finally, (c) the frequency response function. While we propose that most of the nodes will be
physics-based models, some will be machine learning models placed so that there is compensation for missing physics (re-
ducing the gap between predictions and observations). This will allow for both reliable predictions over large possible oper-
ating conditions and determining the viscoelastic material characteristics in-situ. We would like to emphasize that our
proposed approach does not aim to replace experimental methods, but rather complement existing physics formulations
by improving the matching with experimental observations. Our approach results in a hybrid model that merges physics-
informed and neural network components; and therefore, it reduces the requirement of large number of data points used
to optimize the parameters of data-driven nodes.

The seminal work by Kennedy and O’Hagan [10] introduced a statistical approach based on the Gaussian process model
that allows for calibration of computer models with uncertainties quantification due to: a) model parameters (calibration), b)
limited number of simulations, c) discrepancy between the simulation code and the actual physical system, and d) observa-
tion process. Over the years, the Kennedy and O’Hagan framework has been vastly applied across many different fields. For
example, Kumar et al. [11] employed the framework for calibration of a model for multiple transient outputs out of a
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turbomachinery compressor dynamic analysis. Viana et al. [12] used the framework for composite load (in electrical power
systems) model selection and calibration. Mullins and Mahadevan [13] applied the Kennedy and O’Hagan framework to the
Sandia National Laboratories verification and validation challenge [14], in which legacy data and experimental measure-
ments of different levels of fidelity and complexity are used simultaneously.

As robust and widely used as the Kennedy and O’Hagan approach is, it hinges on the Gaussian process model. With that,
the framework has limitations such as difficulties in a) handling large number of data points (due to repetitive inversion of
large covariance matrices) and b) scale to applications with large number of input variables, Nevertheless, the main limita-
tion that relates to the torsional vibration damper model is that the original framework is designed to handle only directly
observable outputs. As it will be discussed later in sections II and III the missing physics correction of the TVD model will be
achieved through correction of stiffness and damping coefficient models (never measured directly) as opposed to the
observed frequency response function.

Our proposed strategy for calibration of computer models is based on the graph models and neural networks [15–17].
Neural networks were previously implemented to automate the procedures of fault detection, or to define a transfer function
when the model is difficult to establish or to adjust the model when the characteristics are not completely known [18–20]
(classification, identification, or adjusting). The principle of the method is to train models to make and to improve predic-
tions based on measured data.

We leverage the recent trends in literature where machine learning models are used to represent physical systems [18–
25]. However, instead of using the machine learning models to replace the differential equations that govern physical sys-
tems, we will use them to adjust specific portions of the previously built physics-based models. We have previously applied
the approach to cumulative damage modeling [26–28]. In our approach, the relationship between inputs and outputs of
interest is represented by a directed graph. This way, the graph can be broken in as many nodes (sub-models) as needed
to represent the system-wide simulation. The edges coming into the nodes are inputs and the edges coming out of nodes
are outputs. Obviously, not all nodes need to share the same inputs and outputs of some nodes can be part of the input
set for other nodes. Additionally, outputs do not need to be observed (these are the so called hidden or latent variables).
Within our proposed framework, the equivalent of the discrepancy term in the Kennedy and O’Hagan approach is modelled
through one or more nodes in the graph. Given their flexibility and convenient numerical properties, we use neural networks
to act as discrepancy models1.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section II details the mechanical aspects of torsional vibration damper
modelling. Section III presents and discusses the uncertainty quantification approach and incorporating physics knowledge
with machine learning tools. Section IV illustrates the capabilities of proposed framework and prediction results. Section V
closes the paper recapitulating salient points and presenting concluding remarks and future work.

2. Torsional vibration damper

Torsional vibration damper (TVD) is an important component present in the front engine accessory drive of almost every
vehicle (Fig. 1). TVD is composed of two metallic rings separated by an intermediate viscoelastic rubber ring. The dynamic
behavior of this intermediate ring is nonlinear and depends on the environment temperatures and the excitation
frequencies.

TVDs are used in order to dampen the inevitable crankshaft vibrations due to the excitation caused by the engine acyclism
for a given frequency range. They are usually designed as a function of the first torsional mode of the crankshaft. That is why,
a reliable model to predict its dynamic behavior is a significant step for its design optimization.

We will first describe the modeling procedures and the model established, then the experimental setup, necessary for the
model validation is presented, and finally we will examine the results obtained.

2.1. Modeling procedure

As we are interested in the torsional behavior, and as the pulley metallic rings could be considered as rigid in the studied
frequency range, one degree-of-freedom inertia-spring-damper formulation is quite adequate for our system and is used to
simulate the dynamic behavior of the TVD. The equation of the dynamic behavior could be set as:
1 As a
benefit
I€hþ C _hþ Kh ¼ ChampðxtÞ þ KhampsinsinðxtÞ ð1Þ

where, I is the outer-ring inertia, hamp and x are the amplitude and the excitation pulsation of the crankshaft rotational

speed fluctuations imposed to the inner-ring. K and C, are respectively the stiffness and damping coefficients of the TVD, that
are dependent on the temperature and the excitation frequency. These parameters are calculated by using the complex mod-
ulus E�, that depends on the temperature, the excitation frequency and the dynamic strain. E� is expressed as a complex
term:
E� ¼ E0 þ iE0 0 ð2Þ
disclaimer, we do not aim to outperform the Kennedy and O’Hagan approach. Instead, we expect to offer an alternative for the cases in which there is
in modeling the system through a graph model.
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Fig. 1. TVD in a front engine accessory drive.
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where, E0 is the storage modulus related to the elastic behavior of the rubber, and it defines the capacity to store energy
upon deformation. The imaginary part E0 0 is the loss modulus that defines the energy dissipative ability of the material. The
rubber ring’s viscoelastic-material properties are determined by measurements and master curve reconstructions through
thermo-simplicity principle. The elastomeric constitutive behavior is then implemented in the torsional vibration damper
equation of motion from which K and C are calculated as follow:
K ¼ pR3
1L

e 1þ mð Þ E
0andC ¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
KI

p E
0 0

E0 ð3Þ
where R1, e and L are respectively the rubber-ring outer radius (90 mm), thickness (7 mm) and width (35 mm). m is the
Poisson ratio, that is assumed to be 0.5 in this study. These are the common expressions used when expressing the stiffness
and damping. Nevertheless, the expression of the stiffness uses E0 divided by (1þ m) which corresponds to the shear modulus
G0, which is essentially the working modulus of the TVD. And the damping coefficient C, is proportional to the ratio E0 0=E0 that
is equal to G0 0=G0.

Usually, the characteristics of the storage (E0) and loss (E0 0) moduli are determined experimentally by using the dynamic
mechanical analysis measurements in tensile mode performed on a sample of the rubber-ring, and then are used in the
model. In this study, a forced periodic strain profile (e = 0.002) is imposed and the resulting force is recorded. Several fre-
quencies (0.2, 2, 20 Hz) and testing temperatures ranging from �10 to 120 �C, were considered. Providing thermorheological
simplicity of the material, the associated master curves can be determined [1] and the associated equations describing the
TVD rubber-ring moduli as a function of temperature and frequency could be evaluated (Table 1). It is worth mentioning that
these procedures are time consuming but are necessary to establish a reliable model for the dynamic behavior estimation.
2.2. Experimental setup and results

The experimental setup is presented in Fig. 2. According to the available apparatus and the operating conditions of the
system studied, temperature could be varied in the range of 25 �C up to 100 �C, and from 150 Hz up to 350 Hz for the fre-
quency. The frequency range was chosen such that the first torsional natural frequency was captured in the middle.

The TVD is fixed on a rigid frame and placed in a temperature-controlled box. The box is heated by using a hot air blower.
The temperature is measured by using a thermocouple inserted in the TVD rubber-ring. The TVD outer-ring is harmonically
excited by a shaker through a push-rod, such that only tangential and therefore torsional excitation is applied. Angular accel-
eration is measured by using an accelerometer Dytran 3220B, placed on the outer ring in a way to be sensitive to the angular
acceleration.
Table 1
Equations describing the TVD rubber-ring moduli.

T (�C) Storage modulus E0(MPa) Loss modulus E0 0 (MPa)

20 6:55f req
0:0814 5:79f req

0:0156 � 4:81
40 5:68f req

0:0815 5:41f req
0:0163 � 4:58

60 5:02f req
0:0820 6:17f req

0:0141 � 5:47
80 4:49f req

0:0808 6:07f req
0:0139 � 5:49

100 4:27f req
0:0835 6:34f req

0:0137 � 5:81
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup.
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The experimental protocol, consists in, once the target temperature is reached, a stabilization time of five minutes is
applied, then the TVD outer ring is excited with force amplitude of 5 N during a frequency sweep from 150 Hz to 350 Hz
with a sweep rate of 100 Hz/min, the analog signals are sampled at a frequency of 8192 Hz.

The steady-state forced harmonic Frequency Response Function (FRF) of the considered system could be calculated as
[29]:
FRF : u€h ¼ tan�1 Cx
K � Ix2

� �� �
ð4Þ
where, s is the excitation torque and €h is the rotational acceleration. Since the load is applied linearly and the accelerom-
eter provides the linear accelerations within the experimental setting, it is essential to convert these quantities into rota-
tional values in order to be in agreement with the physics formulations:
€h ¼ €x=R2; and s ¼ FR2 ð5Þ

where €x is the measured linear acceleration, F = 5 N is the harmonic excitation load amplitude, and R2 = 105 mm, is the

outer-ring outer radius.
The TVD steady state response in frequency domain was simulated for different temperatures and for different frequen-

cies (that correspond to the operating conditions (20 �C �100 �C, 100 Hz�400 Hz). The variable values of stiffness and damp-
ing coefficients, determined previously (Eq. (3) and Table 1), were used. From the results obtained, we can notice that
increasing the temperature leads to a shift of the natural frequency towards lower values and an increase of the damping
Fig. 3. Frequency response, amplitude (rad / (N m s2)) and phase (�), experimental and numerical simulation results compared.
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ratio (Fig. 3). The frequency responses were measured during a frequency sweep from 150 Hz to 350 Hz, for different tem-
peratures (from 25 �C up to 100 �C). Fig. 3 shows that the same trends were observed as in numerical simulations. Never-
theless, the effects of the temperature (reducing the stiffness coefficient and increasing the damping coefficient) were more
pronounced experimentally. As it can also be observed in Fig. 3, even if the model describes globally the dynamic behavior of
the TVD, it still needs to be adjusted. One possible reason for this discrepancy could be because viscoelastic material was
determined on a sample, and when it is used in a TVD, the rubber ring is press fitted between the two metallic rings, with
probably additional stress. This suggests finding another way of characterizing the rubber ring dynamic behavior accounting
for the real operational conditions.
3. Calibration of TVD model with physics-informed neural networks

Fig. 3 illustrates the discrepancy between the experimental results and numerical simulations. This discrepancy can be
caused by multiple sources of uncertainty such as model parameters, measurements, and the complexity of the physics.
In this section, we will focus on correcting the discrepancy in stiffness and damping coefficients (which are never measured
during the experimental procedure) using neural networks.
3.1. Adjusting stiffness and damping coefficients through direct graph models

Before we proceed with the formulation, we first introduce the notation used in the graph model. As shown in Fig. 4,
quantities of interest such as frequency, temperature, stiffness and damping coefficients, etc. are all modeled through ten-
sors. Tensor operations can be as simple as concatenation, or addition. Nodes are functions (or transformations) that take
tensors as input and return tensors as outputs. For example, stiffness coefficient (K) can be modeled through Eq. (3). in
our notation, it would be represented by a physics-informed node that takes storage modulus (E0) as input (in which case

h ¼ R; L; e; m½ �T), implements Eq. (3) and returns K as output. Obviously, the storage modulus (E0) is yet another physics-
informed node that takes the excitation frequency (f ) and temperature (T) as inputs, implements the equations shown in
Table 1, and returns E0. This way, Fig. 5-(a) illustrates the graph model for the TVD frequency response function, described
by Eq. (4).

In this study, we will focus on adjusting stiffness and damping coefficients through machine learning discrepancy correc-
tor nodes. These nodes conveniently implement artificial neural network kernels; such as the multilayer perceptron illus-
trated in Fig. 5-(b). The inputs of these nodes are chosen to be the excitation frequency and temperature; and the node
outputs are the discrepancy in either the stiffness or damping coefficients. Since we use neural networks in our implemen-
tation, the weights (w) and bias terms (b) of the neural network are parameters to be trained given observed data (measured
frequency response functions). Fig. 5-(c) shows the graph model representing our physics-informed neural network for the
corrected TVD frequency response function. Independent input variables of the model are the excitation frequency (f ) and
temperature (T). These values are fed into equations for storage (E0) and loss (E0 0) moduli given in Table 1 and then passed to
stiffness coefficient (K) and damping coefficient (C) values (Eq. (3)). The two machine learning kernels d1 and d2 adjust the
values of K and C before the frequency response function is computed using Eq. (4).

The weights and biases of d1 and d2 (w1, b1, w2, and b2) used in the physics-informed neural network model are optimized
using experimental measurements (observations) for the frequency response function (see section II for details about exper-
iments). Optimization of the neural network hyperparameters is achieved through backpropagation of gradients. Training
data is passed forward and results in a loss function, as illustrated in Fig. 6-(a). Then, the gradient of the loss function with
respect to each weight is propagated backwards to update these parameters, as shown in Fig. 6-(b). In order to achieve com-
putationally efficient implementation of the forward pass, the physics-informed kernels have to be implemented with com-
plexity level comparable to linear algebra operations (which can be easily parallelizable in graphic processing units, if
needed). The backward pass implements the chain rule as a way to obtain the gradients of the loss function with respect
to the neural network hyperparameters. Fig. 6-(b) illustrates how to obtain the gradients of the loss function with respect
Fig. 4. Elements used in the graph representation of the model. Physics-informed nodes are shown in green and machine learning nodes are shown in blue.
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(a) Physics-informed 
model. 

(b) Perceptron and multilayer 
perceptron (3 layers) 

(c) Physics-informed neural network model 
(prediction) 

Fig. 5. Graph representation of the torsional vibration damper system. In each perceptron, f(.) is the activation function. Perceptrons of the same layer are
usually implemented with the same activation function.

(a) )b()ssapdrawrof(noitciderP Training (backward pass) 

Fig. 6. Backpropagation overview.
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to the network parameters with standard neural networks. Even though the figure only shows the weight hyper-parameters
(w), the formulation can be extended for the case where each perceptron also has a bias term (b). Formally, the gradient of
the loss function with respect to the weights can be written as
@K
@w1

¼ @K
@d

@d
@u1

@u1

@w1
;
@K
@w2

¼ @K
@d

@d
@u1

@u1

@w2
;
@K
@w3

¼ @K
@d

@d
@u2

@u2

@w3
;
@K
@w4

¼ @K
@d

@d
@u2

@u2

@w4
;
@K
@w5

¼ @K
@d

@d
@w5

; and
@K
@w6

¼ @K
@d

@d
@w6

:

ð7Þ

The idea can be extended to our direct graph models given that gradient of nodal output with respect to nodal inputs is

available. Fig. 7 shows the variation of the graph illustrated in Fig. 5-(c) used in the training of the neural network param-
eters. This way, the gradients of hyperparameters of d1 and d2 (w1, b1, w2, and b2) can be obtained through:
@K
@w1;i

¼ @K
@FRF

@FRF
@ðK þ d1Þ

@ðK þ d1Þ
@w1;i

;
@K
@b1;i

¼ @K
@FRF

@FRF
@ðK þ d1Þ

@ðK þ d1Þ
@b1;i

;
@K
@w2;i

¼ @K
@FRF

@FRF
@ðC þ d2Þ

@ðK þ d2Þ
@w2;i

;

and
@K
@b2;i

¼ @K
@FRF

@FRF
@ðC þ d2Þ

@ðK þ d2Þ
@b2;i

: ð8Þ
For the cases in which analytical gradient information is not available, we do not recommend using straightforward
numerical differentiation techniques, such as finite difference, as they tend to lead to undesirable errors. Instead, we recom-
mend the use of automatic differentiation [30].
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Fig. 7. Graph used in the training of the physics-informed neural network model.

Table 2
Artificial neural network architecture. In total 20 parameters to be trained per ANN. See Appendix B for
activation function details.

# of neurons Activation

Layer #1 3 sigmoid
Layer #2 2 elu
Layer #3 1 linear
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3.2. Neural networks configuration and loss function

The multilayer perceptrons used to correct stiffness and damping coefficients have the architecture provided in Table 2.
We trained our model for 2500 epochs, and we used RMSprop2 optimizer with 0.05 learning rate. In this study, sigmoid and
elu activation functions are used within the artificial neural network layers:
2 ww
zð Þ ¼ 1
1þe�z ;

zð Þ ¼ fz if z > 0 ez � 1 otherwise; where

z ¼ wTxþ b

ð9Þ
The main focus of this paper is the estimation of missing physics through graph models and neural networks. Therefore,
the discussion about the multilayer perceptron architecture (i.e. depth and width of the network, choice of activation func-
tions, etc.) is outside the scope of the paper and it is left as a topic for future research. We believe further optimization of the
multilayer perceptron architecture is worth pursuing as a topic for future research.

The loss function used during optimization of the neural network hyperparameters is designed starting with the mean
square error and adding physics-guided penalties to avoid unrealistic corrected stiffness coefficient, K� ¼ K þ d1, and damp-
ing coefficient, C� ¼ C þ d2:
K FRFOBS; FRFð Þ ¼ 1
n eTReeRe þ eTImeIm
� �� DK

Df ;0

	 

50n �

10 DC
Df ;0

	 

n ;

eTRe ¼ FRFOBS½ � � FRF½ �;
eTIm ¼ FRFOBS½ � � FRF½ �;

Re FRF½ � ¼ €h
s

��� ���cosðu€hÞ; and Im FRF½ � ¼ €h
s

��� ���sinðu€hÞ

ð10Þ
w.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/keras/optimizers/RMSprop
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where, n is the total number of observations, FRF are the model predictions, and FRFOBS are the experimental observations.
We used the real and imaginary components of the frequency response function (avoiding problems with magnitude and

phase being in different orders of magnitude) in the loss function. The penalties
DK
Df ;0

	 

50n and

10 DC
Df ;0

	 

n force the slopes of the stiff-

ness and damping coefficients with respect to the excitation frequency to be positive. This is the expected behavior of the
viscoelastic material used in the TVD application.
4. Results and discussion

Fig. 8 summarizes the available frequency response function data in this study. In summary, temperature varied between
25 �C and 100 �C in intervals of 5 �C (i.e., 16 temperature settings). Frequency varied between 150 and 350 Hz (1024 mea-
surement points per temperature setting). In other words, there is a total of 16,384 measurement points for both the mag-
nitude and phase of the frequency response function (which translates into real and imaginary components). The aim of this
study is to adjust the analytical TVD model (described in Section II) in a way that the discrepancy between predictions and
experimental data is reduced. We will achieve that by using our framework for physics-informed neural networks in which
multilayer perceptrons will quantify the missing physics in the stiffness and damping coefficients.

While we could use all the available data for training the physics-informed neural network; that does not highlight the
ability of the model to improve predictions. After all, it is expected that the physics-informed neural network will perform
well at the training set. Instead, we will use different case studies to highlight the performance of our framework. We will do
it first in interpolation, where the predictions will happen between temperatures used to train the model. Then, we will do it
in extrapolation, where predictions will happen outside the temperature range used in training of the physics-informed neu-
ral network. This is an important aspect aiming at reducing the number of required experimentations.
4.1. Case study #1: Temperature interpolation

In this first case study, we trained our model with equally spaced temperatures (25 �C, 50 �C, 75 �C, and 100 �C, see FRFs in
Fig. 3). The trained physics-informed neural network model is then used to predict the frequency response function at tem-
peratures within those values. This represents the case in which experiments are performed to characterize the TVD
response covering the range of temperatures that the device is meant to be used. We use only 25% of the available data
(4 out of the 16 temperature settings) during training to highlight the effect that the physics-informed kernels have in
the resulting physics-informed neural network.

Fig. 9 illustrates the comparative results for the amplitude and phase outputs across all temperatures. It is worth men-
tioning that the diagonal of each plot represents the data used for training. Fig. 10 shows the comparison between the stiff-
ness and damping coefficients for the simulator and adjusted simulator. The adjusted model approximates the experiment
results much more accurately than the baseline physics-based simulations. As a side observation, the unexpected experi-
mental observation between 150 Hz and 200 Hz in Fig. 9-(b) was not considered in the model. This means that the stiffness
and damping coefficients are affected by an undesired behavior in FRF so that the adjusted predictions for the FRF are smooth
in that frequency range. Regardless, Fig. 9-(b) shows that the physics-informed neural network model preserves smoothness
in FRF prediction disregarding the unexpected experimental results in the region around 200 Hz. We credit this character-
istic of the hybrid model to the implicit use of physics. Without the physics kernels, the neural network could end up over-
fitting the experimental results. We believe this is important as the aim of the work is to adjust the model that describes the
phenomenon and not to adjust perfectly theoretical and experimental curves.
(a) FRF Amplitude (rad / (N m s2)) (b) FRF Phase (°) 

Fig. 8. Experimental outputs.
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(a) Amplitude (rad / (N m s2)). 

 (b) Phase (°). 

Fig. 9. Frequency response function comparison of experiments (dashed), simulations (dotted), and corrected model predictions (solid) for interpolation
case.
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The adjusted physics-informed neural network model can pinpoint the resonance frequency (amplitude peaks in Fig. 9-
(a); or maybe preferably in this case, the 90� phase line intersection in Fig. 9-(b)). Interestingly, the mismatch between res-
onance frequency predictions from the physics-based models and experiments is small at lower temperatures and increases
with the increase in temperature. Even though only four temperature settings were used to train the model, the trend is well
captured by the physics-informed neural network model. As highlighted in Fig. 10-(a), this is manifested through small cor-
rection in stiffness coefficient in low temperatures and increased correction with increased temperature. As a matter of fact,
at higher temperatures, stiffness coefficient tends to be overestimated (simulations are above adjusted simulations), which
explain the tendency to overestimate the resonance frequencies.

Interestingly, the baseline model tends to overestimate the damping coefficient at the lower temperatures and underes-
timate it at higher temperatures. Fig. 10-(b) shows that the discrepancy corrector was able to learn this behavior. For the low
temperatures, the adjusted simulator estimates damping coefficient values that are below the ones dictated by the baseline
model. At high temperatures, the adjusted simulator returns damping coefficient values slightly above the ones given by the
baseline model. The only issue the physics-informed neural network had is in the damping coefficient estimation above 80 �C
and below 200 Hz. It seems that the contamination of the experimental results affected the smoothness of the damping coef-
ficient estimation, even though the FRF predictions were not impacted.
4.2. Case study #2: Extrapolation towards hot temperatures

In this case study, we investigate the ability of the physics-informed neural network to extrapolate prediction at temper-
atures outside the training range. This emulates the case in which the TVD is exposed to temperatures that are higher than
the ones tested during the initial FRF adjustment. In order to do that, we divided the dataset in two. The training set consists
of data obtained at temperatures between 25 �C and 80 �C, while the test set consists of data obtained at temperatures
between 85 �C and 100 �C.
10



(a) Stiffness (N m/rad) coefficient. 

 (b) Damping (N m s/rad) coefficient. 

Fig. 10. Stiffness and damping comparison of experiments (dashed), simulations (dotted), and corrected model predictions (solid) for interpolation case.
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Fig. 11 illustrates the comparative results for amplitude and phase outputs at all temperatures. As expected, the physics-
informed neural network performs extremely well at the training data (temperatures from 25 �C to 80 �C). The desired
adjustment results in better agreement in both the amplitude and phase when compared to the physics-based model alone
(there is even smoothing of the amplitude and phase at frequencies around 200 Hz). Fig. 12 shows the comparison among
the stiffness and damping coefficients for the simulator and adjusted simulator. The adjustment for the stiffness coefficient is
smooth across the temperatures (training and test set). Overall, the discrepancies are very small at low temperatures and
they increase slowly with the increase in temperature.

One might argue this benefits the estimation of the resonance frequency through the intercept with the 90� phase angle.
Interestingly, the phase plots of Fig. 11-(b) exhibit small disagreement between experiments and simulator at cold temper-
atures. As the temperature increases the disagreement increases. Then, the adjusted simulator compensates for the missing
physics and reduces the gap between predictions and observed data. Outside the training temperatures, two important
observations can be made. First, the gap between predictions from the physics-based model and the experiments continues
to increase. Second, right around the 200 Hz mark, the experimental data shows a disturbance. With that, estimating the
missing physics becomes harder. Nevertheless, the physics-informed neural network still returns smooth phase diagrams.

Fig. 11-(a) also shows that the discrepancy in magnitude is pronounced even at the lower temperatures of the training set.
Therefore, there is benefit in the adjustment promoted by the physics-informed neural network even in cold temperatures.
Fig. 12-(b) shows that, as opposed to the stiffness coefficients, the discrepancies in the damping coefficients are large at cold
temperatures and they decrease with the increase in temperature. Unfortunately, the disturbance around the 200 Hz fre-
quency affects the adjusted damping coefficients (specially with the increase in temperature). This manifests as a bump
in the adjusted damping coefficient, which increases with temperature as it moves to lower frequencies. The neural network
learns that, and the result is magnified in the test set. For the prediction of the magnitude, as expected, the prediction errors
increase with distance from observed data.

Here we decided to show results for extrapolation towards hot temperatures. Nevertheless, the interested reader will find
results for extrapolation towards cold temperatures in the Appendix.
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(a) Amplitude (rad / (N m s2)). 

 (b) Phase (°). 

Fig. 11. Frequency response function comparison of experiments (dashed), simulations (dotted), and corrected model predictions (solid) for extrapolation
towards hot temperature case.
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5. Summary and conclusions

In this work, we proposed a framework for reducing the gap between predictions out of a torsional vibration damper
model and experimental data using physics-informed neural networks. Our framework is based on the direct implementa-
tion of engineering models within neural networks. In order to achieve that, we model the neural network as a directed
graph. This way, elements, such as storage and loss moduli, stiffness and damping coefficients are nodes of this graph. With
the graph built for the physics-based model, we can add data-driven nodes (implemented as multilayer perceptrons) to cor-
rect the outputs of the stiffness and damping coefficients. We used the experimental data to estimate the discrepancies
within the theoretical stiffness and damping values with machine learning.

In our experimental data, we have observations for the frequency response function of the torsional vibration damper
between 150 and 350 Hz measure at temperatures ranging from 25 �C to 100 �C in intervals of 5 �C. This frequency range
contains the resonance frequencies for the different temperatures. We then, studied the performance of the physics-
informed neural network models when predictions interpolate the training data (training data contained observations only
at 25 �C, 50 �C, 75 �C, and 100 �C) as well as when predictions extrapolate the training data (extrapolation both towards hot
and cold temperatures). With the help of these studies, we learned that:

d With our framework, we were able to estimate the missing physics (discrepancy term) even for hidden nodes of the
graph. This is remarkable as the frequency response function is observed, but corrections through data-driven nodes
are made on the stiffness and damping coefficients.

d In the interpolation case, the physics-informed neural network model adjusts both the amplitude and phase of the fre-
quency response function. This is done by compensating for overestimation of stiffness coefficient across the temperature
range and learning how to compensate for overestimation of damping coefficient at low temperatures while compensat-
ing for underestimation at high temperatures.
12



(a) Stiffness (N m/rad) coefficient. 

 (b) Damping (N m s/rad) coefficient. 

Fig. 12. Stiffness and damping coefficient comparison of experiments (dashed), simulations (dotted), and corrected model predictions (solid) for
extrapolation towards hot temperature case.
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d In the extrapolation case, the physics-informed neural network model was also able to adjust both the amplitude and
phase of the frequency response function. However, considering our dataset, this only meant adjusting for overestimation
of both stiffness and damping coefficients. We also saw that, as expected, extrapolation errors increased with distance
from observed data.

The results obtained enable to have a reliable model with predictions for a large operating temperature range. The behav-
ior observed shows that a limited frequency range, around resonance frequencies, is sufficient. This is due to the damping
effect that is essentially important around the resonance frequency.

There are two important consequences in terms of the engineering applications:

d The adjusted model requires few experiments.
d Since the adjusted model captures the physics, one can attempt to perform extrapolation in terms of operating conditions.

We also foresee other features of our modeling that can be explored in the future. For example, once the models are
adjusted with experimental data, they can assist multi-body dynamics simulations to accurately determine temperature
and frequency dependencies of dynamic characteristics such as stiffness and damping coefficient. In addition, the adjust-
ments near the resonance frequency proposed by the model can be utilized in the design and redesign process aiming at
optimizing the performance of the component.

As we move forward, we would like to address additional sources of uncertainties within the experimental setup itself.
For example, the temperature measurements are done through a thermocouple that is located in the middle of the outer ring
of the component. In the future, it would be interesting to study the effect of temperature gradients in the dynamic
responses. Another uncertainty we would like to study is related to the experiments conducted to obtain storage and loss
moduli curves. We believe our hybrid framework can be used to quantify the deficiencies of these reduced order models.
13
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Appendix. . Extrapolation towards cold temperatures

We present the results for all 16 temperatures for the case in which the physics-informed neural network model was
training with data from 45 �C to 100 �C. Then prediction is performed within the training temperatures but also outside
(i.e., between 25 �C and 40 �C). Results are summarized in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14.
(a) Amplitude (rad / (N m s2)). 

(b) Phase (°). 

Fig. 13. Frequency response function comparison of experiments (dashed), simulations (dotted), and corrected model predictions (solid) for extrapolation
towards cold temperature case.
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(a) Stiffness (N m/rad) coefficient. 

 (b) Damping (N m s/rad) coefficient. 

Fig. 14. Stiffness and damping comparison of experiments (dashed), simulations (dotted), and corrected model predictions (solid) for extrapolation towards
cold temperature case.
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